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subject. Unfortunately it must be added
that misprints abound, and though these do
not affect the sense they seriously detract
from the pleasure of reading the work.
M. N. TOD.
Epigraphische Beitrdge zur sozial-politischen
Geschichte Athens itn Zeitalter des Demo-
sthenes. By JOHS. SUNDWALL. Leipzig :
Dieterich [also published as Beiheft IV.
of Beitrdge zur alien Geschichte]. 1906.
11" x 7J". Pp. 6 + 92. M. 5.
THE utilization of Greek inscriptions for
historical purposes may be divided into
three stages which are logically, though not
chronologically, distinct. The first of these
consists in the discussion of individual
inscriptions and the attempt to gain from
them all the light they throw upon any
aspect of Greek history. In the second the
whole mass of published texts is examined
with the view of illustrating a single, definite
field of study, as, for example, in Ziebarth's
admirable monograph, Dasgriechische Vereins-
wesen. Finally we have the work of the
historian proper, who unites these scattered
studies, giving to the results of each their
due place and proportion in a comprehensive
picture of Greek life and action.
It is to the second of these stages that the
present work belongs. The author has set
out to discover what the Attic inscriptions
of the fourth century B.C., supplemented by
the literary sources, teach us about the
social condition of those who took the
leading part in the public life of Athens
during the period of Demosthenes' political
activity. His main conclusion may be briefly
stated in his own words (p. 74): ' The
political influence of the propertied classes
at Athens in no way diminished during the
age of Demosthenes. In the most important
branches of the administration, in the Council,
as strategi, or as finance officers the propertied
class had the upper hand: even the orators
and politicians belonged as a rule to the
higher strata of the citizen body. The
political parties had not originated in the
opposition of propertied and non-propertied
classes, but in divergent views on foreign policy
and the closely related conflict of economic
and personal interests.' In successive chapters
lists are drawn up of the bouleutae, strategi,
diaeietae, naval officials, financial officials,
temple-presidents and cult officials, deme
officials, ambassadors, and orators, whose
names are known, and these are then care-
fully examined with a view of determining
how many of them can be proved to have
been wealthy or at least well-to-do. The most
interesting study is that of the generals, in-
cluding a continuation down to 322 B.C. of
the useful list for the years 441 to 356 given
in Beloch's Attische Politik (pp. 289 ff.). Two
supplementary chapters, one on the priests of
Asclepius, the other on the deraes and their
partition among the tribes, close the book,
which, though marred by numerous minor
errors of spelling and accentuation, may be
warmly commended as a piece of careful and
painstaking work.
M. N. TOD.
Studies in Virgil. By T. R. GLOVER. (Arnold.)
8vo. Pp. x + 312.
I MUST apologize for my delay in noticing this most
readable volume. I have indeed—if I may introduce
a personal feeling—found myself rather of two minds
about it. With part of its contents, and in particular
with that part which is historical, I must confess to
being in serious disagreement. For instance, Mr.
Glover devotes a chapter to Augustus (chap, vii) and
I dissent from the whole main thesis of the chapter.
He begins by expressing astonishment that Horace
and Virgil deified Augustus. To us (he says) the
emperor seems a shrewd and successful adventurer,
who had no ideas of his own and lived by assimilating
those of his uncle and adoptive father. He is the
middleman who comes in to utilize those gains which
genius can indicate but not gather: he owes his suc-
cess to his practical adroitness and his intellectual
inferiority. In the words of M. Goumy he is 'ce trop
habile homme, qui par peur des poignards n'organisa
que le viager, and ne consacra que les mensonges/
Thus Mr. Glover. I think perhaps that for literary
effect and dramatic contrast he has rather heightened
his description. But even allowing for that, his estimate
seems unfair. It is quite possible and permissible for
scholars to differ about the character of Augustus—as,
for that matter, of anyone else—and it is often a
harmless and Platonic proceeding. But the differences
in this case reach a point where facts begin to tell.
For after all the Principate diverged so sharply in its
constitution and its administrative system from the
Autocracy of Julius that Augustus cannot be called an-
assimilator of the ideas of his uncle. It was indeed
his consistent policy, so soon as he had shaken him-
self free from the opening events of the Triumvirate,,
to avoid following the ideas of his uncle in a whole
series of details, which could easily be enumerated.
